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Acer nitro vg240y

To ensure that you get the best possible experience, this site uses third-party profile cookies. click here to learn more about these cookies and how to change their settings. By closing this window or continuing to browse this site, you agree to the use of these cookies. Buy Direct From Acer Visit the Acer Store for the
widest selection of Acer products, accessories, upgrades and more. Discover special promotions and exclusive offers. Home › Acer › Nitro VG240Y Display: 23.8 in, IPS, W-LED, 1920 x 1080 pixelsViewing angles (H/V): 178° / 178 °Brightness: 250 cd/m²Static contrast discount: 1000 : 1, Dynamic contrast: 1000000000 :
1Refresh rate: 48 Hz - 75 HzNTSC: 72 %Dimensions: 540 x 323.1 x 65 mm Weight: 3.6 kg Add to compare Suggest an edition Display: 23.8 in, IPS, W-LED, 1920 x 1080 pixelsViewing views (H/V): 178° / 178 °Brightness: 250 cd/m² Statacetic contrast: 10000 : 10000000000000 000000 Deresh Rate: 48 Hz - 75
HzNTSC: 72 %Dimensions: 540 x 323.1 x 65 mm Weight: 3.6 kg The information on this site is provided as is, as it is available without warranty of any kind. DisplaySpecifications is not responsible for any omissions, inaccuracies or other errors in the information it publishes. All warranties regarding this information are
disabled. Reproduction of any part of this site in whole or in part or in any form or medium without prior written permission is prohibited. The trademarks, trademarks and logos of device manufacturers, software, hardware, etc. are the property of their respective owners. cookie policy | terms of use about us | please
contact us | news © 2020 displayspecifications.com Sold and sent by: Circuit CityContact Seller82 Ratings (88% Positive)Customer ServiceSatisfactory84.09%View all acer seller reviews game monitor analysis. Updated to 2020 Amazon Prices, Screen Size and Resolution Details Reviewed and Rated using scores for
brightness, screen quality, color balance, and value for money. This Acer monitor is right for a pc gamer? Should you buy the Acer Nitro VG240Y bmiix 23.8 Full HD? PCGameBenchmark analyzed 393 models to find the best gaming monitor available on Amazon. We ignore some of the smaller, generic brands. We filter
only to show you the best game monitors available to buy right now - this Acer gaming monitor has made our 2020 list. Now is a great time to buy a new PC gaming monitor. So many games are enhanced with great graphics, there are always Acer offers to be made (no need to wait for Black Friday 2020) and there's a
huge range to choose from. High quality graphics are super important when you're playing and game monitors times sold with PCs are too much junk. You may also want to use a monitor next to a gamer laptop. The size of the display, also known as visual image size (VIS) is the physical size of the area where the
videos are displayed - - the case of the monitor itself. The size of a screen is the length of its diagonal, which is the distance between opposite corners, usually in inches. The display size of this average monitor is 23.8 inches. Check our comparison monitors page to see other monitors of this size at a larger price range.
When it comes to all important specifications the maximum screen resolution is 1920 x 1080 pixels, the refresh rate is 75 Hz, and the response time is 1 ms. This is an Acer 1080p monitor and can run at 75 Hz.This game monitor weighs 4.6 lbs - important to know if you are leading to live events or college. The color of
this monitor is that Black.PCGameBenchmark ratings are built from amazon community scores to show the most important aspects of a PC gaming monitor. We merged these scores to create a percentage rating. In material quality this monitor scored a 4.6/5, 4.6/5 brightness, 4.6/5 cash value, for 4.3/5 sets and 4.1/5
image quality. This makes an aggregate score of 88%. For more options, PCGameBenchmark also tracks another 65 Acer monitors. Check out the best deals on cheap gaming monitors and the latest deals for this exact model on Amazon. Acer Nitro VG240Y bmiix 23.8 Full HDPCGameBenchmark Rating: 88% 23.8 inch
Full HD (1920 x 1080) widescreen monitor IPS monitor Amd Radeon free Sync technology Refresh Rate: 75Hz Using HDMI Zero frame port design | 1ms response time (VRB) | IPS Panel | 2 speakers, 2 Watts per speaker Ports: 2 x HDMI 1. 4 Ports and 1 x VGA Here are some other options... Review of the Acer game
monitor. Updated to 2020 Amazon Prices, Screen Size and Resolution Details Reviewed and Rated using scores for brightness, screen quality, color balance, and value for money. This Acer monitor is right for a pc gamer? Should you buy the Acer Nitro VG240Y Pbiip 23.8 Inch Full HD? PCGameBenchmark analyzed
393 models to find the best gaming monitor available on Amazon. We ignore some of the smaller, generic brands. We filter only to show you the best game monitors available to buy right now - this Acer gaming monitor has made our 2020 list. Now is a great time to buy a new PC gaming monitor. So many games are
enhanced with great graphics, there are always Acer offers to be made (no need to wait for Black Friday 2020) and there's a huge range to choose from. High quality graphics are super important when you're playing and game monitors sometimes sold with PCs are too rubbish. You may also want to use a monitor next
to a gamer laptop. The size of the display, also known as visual image size (VIS) is the of the area where the videos are displayed - not the monitor box itself. The size of a screen is the length of its diagonal, which is the distance between opposite corners, usually in inches. The display size of this average monitor is 23.8
inches. Check our comparison monitors page to see other monitors of this size at a larger prices. When it comes to all important specifications the maximum screen resolution is 1920 x 1080 pixels, the refresh rate is 144 Hz, and the response time is 1 ms. This is an Acer 1080p monitor and can run at 144 Hz.This game
monitor weighs 10.85 lbs - important to know if you are leading to live or college events. The color of this monitor is that Black.PCGameBenchmark ratings are built from amazon community scores to show the most important aspects of a PC gaming monitor. We merged these scores to create a percentage rating. In
image quality this monitor scored a 4.7/5, for 4.7/5 sets, 4.6/5 brightness, 4.4/5 cash value and 4.4/5 accuracy. This makes an aggregate score of 91%. For more options, PCGameBenchmark also tracks another 65 Acer monitors. Check out the best deals on cheap gaming monitors and the latest deals for this exact
model on Amazon. Acer Nitro VG240Y Pbiip 23.8 Inch Full HDPCGameBenchmark Rating: 91% 23.8 inch Full HD (1920 x 1080) Widescreen IPS Monitor with AMD Radeon FreeSync Technology Response Time: 1ms VRB Refresh rate: 144Hz Zero Frame Design Ports: 1 x Display Port &amp; 2 x HDMI 2.0 (HDMI
Cable Included) Here are some other options... Options...
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